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Abstract:We advance an understanding of a single free
quantum object as an extended time-stable finite (3+1)-
dimensional object, intrinsically connected with a
particular periodic process with period T, such that its
integral energy E is related to T by the Planck's relation
ET=h. It is explicitly shown that the nonlinear local
conservation laws for the energy-momentum tensor of the
electromagnetic field admit a large class of such
"pulsating" soliton-like massless solutions. Explicit
mathematical expressions for the Planck's constant h and for
a local intrinsic angular momentum of these solutions are
proposed.

1. Outlining the idea

At the very beginning of modern quantum physics
Einstein [1] and de Broglie C23 made attempts to consider
photons and electrons as localized objects, i.e. finite
extended lumps, or lumps-like formations, moving as a whole
along some fixed direction, but after Born's probabilistic
interpretation [31 of quantum phenomena became wide-spread
and almost generally accepted by the majority of leading
physicists, the interest to describe single quantum objects
or events seemed to disappear. It must be stressed however

that neither Einstein nor de Broglie accepted ever entirely
this probabilistic point of view on the physical world.
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A new interest to this problem appeared during the last
25 years, based mainly on some success in dealing with
nonlinear equations, the so called "soliton science" [4,51,
but a deep enough development of this point of view is still
missing. A constructive and encouraging interest in this
field is shown nowadays in the papers of Barut [6,71, and

there one can find a simple and clear notion of the concept
"quantum particle" or "single quantum object". For the sake
of clearness I shall begin with an outline of this notion in
such a way as I accept it.

Under free quantum object I understand any finite
extended time-stable physical object whose existence is
demonstrated only through a particular intrinsic periodic
process T denotes the period and whose integral energy E

satisfies Planck's relation ET h »where h is the Planck's
constant. Of course the simplest case is when this
periodicity is described well enough by the elementary
periodic functions "sinx" and "cosx". "Extendedness" means

here that at any moment t even at t-»oo, our object
occupies finite 3-region Q.c K3 with unspecified topology,
except connectedness, and "finiteness" means nonsingular
field functions, being zero at points out of Qf for any t.
Any free quantum object moves as a whole with constant
velocity v ^ c. If v < c it is expectable that a frame in
which the field functions take the simple form
f(x,y,z)cos(vt+q>) exists and <p(x,y,z) and f(x,y,z) are
different from zero only inside Ü+. This means that any
comoving observer finds at any point of Qf the same

periodicity. Functions f(x,y,z) and <p(x,y,z) describe the
structure of the object. If v c the case we are
interested in this paper, there is no such frame and

choosing axis z as a direction of motion, the field
functions are expected to take the form
f(xry,z±ct)cos(vt+q>). We note that Maxwell's pure field
equations can not describe such objects because their
solutions in the whole space are just superposition of plane
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running waves.Moreover, since any component of the field
satisfies the wave equation, the solution of the Cauchy

problem with strictly localized initial condition shows that
this initial excitation "blows up" radially and goes to
infinity with the velocity of light after which the points
of the 3-space "forget" about what happened. Note that any
plane wave f(z±vt) is in fact a "dead structure", it has no

intrinsic "life", because the co-moving observer does not
see any changes occurring to the wave. On the contrary,
quantum objects have intrinsic "life" and according to the
above made assumption it demonstrates itself entirely
through some periodic process. The relation ET h connects
the integral and intrinsic characteristics of quantum

objects. As an illustration recall the sine-Gordon equation
<b - è Asin<b

and its 1-soliton and "breather" solutions: the 1-soliton
solution is a "dead" structure, and the "breather" solution
"breathes" in the co-moving frame. Since the "breather"
solution does not satisfy Planck's relation it cannot be a

model of any quantum object.
Let's turn our attention now to the local energy-

momentum properties of a single quantum object. The

classical field theoretic approach, assumed in this paper,
requires existence of energy-momentum tensor 2"^ with T*>0

being the energy density. Let P be the corresponding
integral energy-momentum; then if PF=0 the physical

object is called massless, and if P P^>0 the proper mass

"m" of the object is defined by

m c "2[P42 - c2Ê2]2.

We shall localize this condition, namely, we shall call the
corresponding objects isotropic or nonisotropic according to

T r^v=0 or r T^v/0 respectively. This generalization seems
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reasonable because our quantum objects move as a whole,i.e.
every point of them moves with the same velocity.

On the other hand T^ can be found if the lagrangianr
is known and it satisfies, by definition, the equations

VVT^=0, which together with space-time symmetries

(i.e.isometries) guarantee conservation of the integral
energy-momentum. The integral energy E is given by

E Jrjdxdydz
Q

where T* is expressed through the field functions, which are
determined as solutions of the field equations. This
procedure, applied to the plane-wave solution of Maxwell's
equations, for instance, meets a very serious difficulty -
the above integral goes to infinity since the plane-wave

solution occupies infinite region and T*>0. So, Maxwell's
equations are not good for our purpose. On the other hand

the field functions F satisfy the nonlinear equations

Vvr^=0, and combining them with the local isotropy condition

VrfiV [sV*"'] + [iV*2^] =0' where * js the Hodge

operator, we get 6 equations. After solving these equations
we can impose some additional conditions (or equations) on
the solution found, and these additional conditions are
meant to express some important features of the intrinsic
periodic process, considered as characteristic for the
isotropic quantum object.

The outlined idea is applicable in principle for any
appropriate classical field (with lagrangian or with known

energy tensor) and the purpose of this paper is to consider
what happens in case of Maxwell field F assuming that in
general F do not satisfy the pure field equations dF=0,
d*F=0.
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2. Formulation of the model and results

We start with mentioning our basic assumptions. First
of all our free quantum object will live in a Minkowski's
space. From pure mathematical point of view this means that
some field with appropriate features is assumed to exist on
dR4,T)),where 17 is a chosen pseudo-eucl idean metric. In
natural coordinates (x1,x2,x3,x4)=(x,y,z,£=ct) we have

ds2=-dx2-dy2-dz2+d|2 i .e. v=
-10000-10000-1 o

0001
Having t) we have the volume form v\r\\ dxAdyAdzAdf,

|T)| |det(T] )| the Hodge »-operator and the divergence

(coderivative) operator 5=(-1)p* d* we recall that
5oS=0. Our next assumption concerns the character of the
field: we assume the field to be represented by a

differential 2-form FeA2(IR4,'r]) "b" means that the

components F are bounded functions in canonical

coordinates and for any | are different from zero only
inside some Qf, where Of is a finite connected region in K3

for any £. From F we get *F, OF and Ö*F. Since Ö(OF)=0 and
F are bounded and [R3-finite functions the two integrals

qt(F)= J(öF)4dxdydz q2(F)=J(ö*F)4dxdydz

are finite and do not depend on time. Therefore the Lorentz
invariant quantity

QiF)
q2 + Q2
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also does not depend on time. Choosing dimF =dim [energy

density]1/2we get dimQ=dim [action]. Clearly, the set of all
2-forms on our Minkowski's space consists of
non-intersecting subsets, giving the same Q. In particular,
it is easy to see that the subset of 2-forms, giving Q=0,

is a vector space, containing all solutions of Maxwell
equations.
Remark 1.Si nee the components F of the field do not

satisfy Maxwell's equations the physical interpretation of
F becomes perhaps not quite clear. What is kept from
Maxwell theory is the physical dimension of F namely,
[energy density] Although ÖF^O and ö*F^O these two

4-vectors have nothing to do with any electric or magnetic
currents. Of course, they carry some information about our

single free quantum object, and that's all, no

characteristics of any other objects are introduced by them.

After these two preliminary assumptions of general
character we impose the following two conditions ori

FeA2(!R4,T)), with Q*0. Let f, 7F ~Faßo'1' - F,rJ'va be the
W U, 4 dp Ut pu

standard energy-tensor of the electromagnetic fi eld,obtained
through variation with respect to the metric coefficients of
the classical action integral. We assume tY, to be tl
energy-momentum of our field.

We require

1°. t i^v r ^f #v 1% r ±f (*F)^vi2= 12 +12 =0
|AV L 2 |AV j [2p J 1 2

2°. 7^-0.
From 1° it follows [8] that at any point all eigen valueâ

of T?,, F„„ and (*F),,„, are equal to zero. Also, T^ and F.,.,
\X' \XV \i.V ^ u, \x.v

admit just one common isotropic eigen direction and all
other eigen directions are space-like. So, we have the
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isotropic vector fields ±V^, 7#=0. Then there exist two

1-forms A and B, such that F=4a7 and *F=Sa7. Clearly, A and
B are defined up to additive factors -r> and <9 such that
7a-ô Wvö =0. Now we obtain

0=1 i=-(vi V^)2, 0=I2=-(B V^)2, i.e.

A and B are orthogonal to V. Also, f?f—(A)27, VV=-(B)ZVVV,

i.e. U)2=(B)2. Besides, r^#=r^=0, i.e. A and S are eigen
u. u.

vectors of T'Y, consequently, (.4)2<0 and (S)2<0 - the two

1-forms A and B are space-like. Now from 2° It follows

yv7v# =-[(>l2)-,7v(^2yv)]v^.

This last relation means [9] that the integral curves of V*1

are isotropic geodesies. Now by means of an appropriate
Lorentz transformation of coordinates we can achieve the

trajectories of W-, which are straight lines, to lie in
the (z,|)-planes. In these new coordinates we have
V =(0,0,eA,,A.), where e=±1. By obvious reasons we assume Ä.= 1.

Now from F^Yv=0, <*F)^Vv=0, F^^-A^, »^7^
it follows F =F =0, F =eF =eA F =eF =eA

\2. 34 13 14 1 23 24 2

>l3=e^4, B3=eS4, B=-eAz, B^eA,, e=±1.

Moreover, since A, and £, cannot be determined by F,„, we
4 4 (J.V

shall assume .4 =B =0. Denoting F =u, F'.=P we obtain
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F=eudxAdz + udxhdi + epdy/\dz + pdyAd|

*F=-pdxAdz - epdxAdt, + udyAdz + eudyhdl
v —*

v
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 -(u2+p2) e(uz+pz)
0 0 -e(u2+p2) (uz+pz)

and the conservation equations 7 f=0 reduce to

(uz+pz). -e(u2+p2) 0.

The general solution of this equation is uz+pz=<p(x,y,£+ez),
which suggests
according to

introduction of new functions <p and <p

<J> Vuz+p2
u

<p

Vuz+pz
QZO, |<p|^1.

So <p, the square of which represents the energy density, is
a running wave, and since u and p are finite functions with
respect to (x,y,z) <p is finite too. The apparent dependence
of <p on (x,y,z) is to be determined by some initial
condition, which means that the spatial structure of the
solution can not be determined by the conservation law.
Entirely unknown however is the (bounded) function cp.

Clearly <p describes some intrinsic features of the object
and the energy density <f>2 is indifferent to these features.
The case <p=const is out of interest because it leads to
running wave character of F

Remark 2. Recall that since 7^=0 the integral energy E and

momentum £=(0,0, do not depend on time. Obviously

Ez-czfz=0 and the quantity Q naturally defines some

time-interval T= 1 and a natural length cT.

The following is readily obtained:
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OF (Ut-eu )dx + (pf-ep)dy + eiu +p )dz + (u +p )d£ç* ç* xy x y

ô*F ^(ep^-p^dx + (euç-uz)dy - (px~uy)dz - eipx~uy)dt

öF11ÖFJJ'=-(u(.-eu,)2-(pe-p,)2=-d)2(cpt-e<p0,)z=(8*F)ll(Ö*F)M'
M" Ç * % * s* r

OF,(ô*F)^=0
h4

F ÔFV=0, (*F) (8*F)V=0.p ' u,v

The last two relations mean that öi^ is an eigen vector of
F and ô*^ is an eigen vector of *F and also these last
relations may be used as natural generalization of Maxwell's
equations SF=0, 0*F=0. Worth it also to note the relation
7vrj£=F d>Fv+{*F) (8»F)V. On the other hand it is easily
seen that the obtained F satisfies: F,,n=F„„I?,L?,, where

\xv ai (j, v'
v —* u, —»

0 0 s<p <\> <P -/l-cp2' 0 0

F
\i.V

0 0

-e<f> 0

0

0

0
0

Tv -
/l-<p2

0

<P

0

0
1

0

0

-cp 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

This shows that F.... is obtained from its canonical form F
|J.V U.V

rVthrough some transformation L which, clearly, is connected

with the group S0(2)(rotation around «-axis). So we have got
a suggestion to determine this transformation L assuming it
is just the differential of the flow of the vector field

aZ ;{-*dî +xa| ]dy \+cTdt, ' e=±1 determines the rotation

direction and has nothing to do with the above e. The flow
of Z is determined by the equations

=_iv dy. - dz =0 d£
àx ey' dT """' dx ~w' dx cr
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and initial conditions x(0)=x y(0)=y z(0)=z £(0)=£

The flow looks as follows

x=x cos(êT)-y sin(êT:) z=zo ' o o

y=x sin(ëx)+y cos(ìt) |=f +cT%.

Now according to the above made suggestion we have to write
down the following equation

3xq =Lo

o

Taking in view that %= „ ° and denoting b=- -^- we get

(p cos(ë 4 +b).

The intrinsic "life" of our object is a very simple one and

the intrinsic frequency V of the solution F is expressed
through the integral characteristics E and Q of the
solution, i.e. E=Qv, which coincides with Planck's relation
E=hv if Q is identified with h. After simple computation for
Q is obtained the following

Q b- |[Jvxdydz]2+[Kdxdydz]j'

which shows that in this case Q does not depend on <p, but
depends on the transversal derivatives of 4>.

3. Conclusion

So, the picture we get is the following: a connected
finite and "pulsating" 3-lump with unknown 3-topology moves

as a whole through space along a fixed 3-space direction n*

with the velocity of light and its particular nature
consists (besides motion with the velocity of light) in the

availability of a couple of two space-like 1-forms A and
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B These two 1-forms are micro-descendants of the 4-
dimensional versions of the electric and magnetic vectors in
Maxwell theory and meet the relations AZ=BZ, AB^=0, also
they are orthogonal to n\ The couple (A,B) rotates at every

Epoint of the "lump" with the same frequency v= g A

natural invariant integral characteristic of this rotation
is Q, since, obviously, Q is the real action of the "lump"
for 1 period T= £ Thus, the "lump" does not rotate as a

whole, but it can exist only through a, so to
say, "progressive local rotation". The 2-form S= — AaB

characterizes locally this rotation since

and integrating \S\ over the 4-region flxcT we obtain

J|S|dxdydzd| E.T Q.

QxcT

Geometrically, Q is the integral area (in action units)
covered by the rotating orthogonal 2-frame (.A,B) during one

period T. This motivates the 2-form S to be considered as
local intrinsic angular (spin) momentum tensor of the
object. Another approach is to consider the tensor field
V*a'S(xß=-V^'Sßa, having zero divergence: 7 V^S -=0, and the

conserved quantity JV S dxdydz=±F, which could be

interpreted as integral spin momentum for one second, and

giving ±Q for one period T. The two signs ± come from the
two opposite directions of motion. As for the integral wave

vector k it can be introduced by the relation k -p. p
LA LA ty \X

+ P Ewhere p =(0,0,_- ^ is the integral 4-momentum of the

solution. So, instead of <p(x,y,£,+ez) we can write
<t>(x,y,Äx^), but the same cannot be done with the phaser
function <p(g), which is not a running wave.

Having such single solutions at hand various further
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attempts can be made, such as description of flow of
non-interacting solutions with possible interference, making

corresponding statistical considerations, introduction of

new equations,e.g. F ÔFV=0, appropriate definition of the

classical electromagnetic wave, reflection phenomena and so

on. Some of these problems are now under consideration.
However, the important problem of interaction with
mass-particles has not been considered so far because a good

enough 3-dimensional soliton-like model of mass-particles is
still missing and, I think, more efforts have to
be concentrated on this problem.
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